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THE EDITED TEXT OF P. BODMER XXIV 
 
 The publication in 1967 of P. Bodm. XXIV (Rahlfs 2110) begun by 
Michel Testuz and completed by Rodolphe Kasser1 was nothing short of 
sensational for scholars interested in the Greek Psalter. Not only is this 
manuscript the most extensive papyrus of the Psalter discovered to date, 
but its text, even apart from its immense value for the reconstruction of 
the Old Greek, presents us with the Greek Psalter as it was used in 
Upper Egypt and as it is extant in translation in the Sahidic version. 
Before 1967 all we had of this text in Greek, leaving aside scattered 
fragments, was MSS U (7th cent. A.D.) and 2013 (4th)2 which between 
them cover less than a third of the Psalter. Since P. Bodm. XXIV 
(hereafter 2110) contains substantially Pss 17–118, it is not difficult to 
grasp the textual importance of this document. We now have for most of 
the Psalter Greek evidence to use as a control over and handle on the 
Sahidic and Greek evidence to compare with other Greek evidence to 
study the internal development of the Psalter text of Upper Egypt. 
 The date of 2110, determined on palaeographical grounds, was 
judged to be by the editors possibly late 3rd century A.D. but more 
likely first quarter of 4th century. That date was subsequently challenged 
by D. Barthélemy3 who cites with approval a written communication 
from C. H. Roberts, in whose opinion 2110 "can be dated to the middle 
of the second century A.D." For the text critic the question here is 
whether 2110 is pre-Origen (Roberts-Barthélemy) or post-Origen 
(Testuz-Kasser), since this 

                                                             
 1 Papyrus Bodmer XXIV (Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, Cologny-Geneva 1967). 
 2 For a brief description see A. Rahlfs, Psalmi cum Odis (Vetus Testamentum 
Graecum Auctoritate Academiae Scientiarum Gottingensis editum, Bd X. Göttingen 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 19672). In what follows Rahlfs' text serves as the lemma. 
 3 "Le Psautier grec et le papyrus Bodmer XXIV," Revue de Théologie et de 
Philosophie, 3rd series, 19 (1969) 106–10. 
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papyrus manifestly contains Hebraizing corrections, though the extent of 
this corrective activity must be carefully examined. Certainly by no 
means all instances of agreement between MT4 and 2110 against Rahlfs 
are such corrections. Roberts' early date is, to my mind, still open to 
serious question, but, whatever the date, 2110's relation to Origen must 
be studied on purely textual grounds, without palaeographical 
interference.5 Unfortunately M. Caloz6 in a recent work on Origen's text 
of the Psalter refers to Roberts-Barthélemy and then simply assumes the 
pre-Origenian date and as a result pulls the textual picture seriously out 
of focus. 
 Much more could be discussed to highlight the importance of this 
Bodmer papyrus: for example, its fascinating agreements with MS 
Sinaiticus, its interesting connections with Rahlfs' Western text, its 
support for the numbering of the Psalms as we know it from the Sahidic, 
which differs from both the Septuagint and Hebrew, but was known to 
Augustine, etc. But my present focus precludes such a discussion. 
Enough has already been said to underscore the significance of this 
textually rich but orthographically poor manuscript. 
 The text of 2110 was on the whole edited reasonably well, the more 
so when one takes into account the extent of this document and the 
multitudinous occasions for error. More careful proofreading, however, 
would have helped. The contradictions, for example, between the lemma 
and the notes could easily have been avoided. The apparatus criticus 
though not wholly devoid of merit is nevertheless of very limited use for 
an even mildly interested scholar. Too much attention was paid by the 
editors to what often appear to be purely accidental dots rather than 
punctuation signs. To be sure many were ignored, but many more should 
have been accorded the same fate. In what follows I have made no 
correction of either the MS' punctuation or of the (unnoted) false starts of 
the scribe. Rather frequently the scribe began to write one letter but then 
caught his own mistake and wrote another. Such correction would be 
hazardous without recourse to the original and is furthermore of no 
textual interest. 
 Scholars are much indebted to the editors and to the Bibliothèque 
Bodmer for having included complete and excellent facsimiles, since 
this enables one to obtain first-hand information and to correct the edited 
text where necessary. It also makes it possible to reassess the 
restorations which the editors introduced, but which upon re-
examination can sometimes be improved upon, particularly when one 
pays close attention to 2110's chief 

                                                             
 4 Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia. Liber Psalmorum, H. Bardtke (ed) (Stuttgart 
1969). 
 5 This was no more than just begun by Barthélemy, "Le papyrus Bodmer XXIV 
jugé par Origène" in Wort, Lied und Gottesspruch, Festschrift für Joseph Ziegler 1.11–
19. 
 6 Masséo Caloz, Étude sur la LXX origénienne du Psautier (Orbis Biblicus et 
Orientalis 19; Fribourg /Göttingen I978). 
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textual congeners Sa U 2013. 1 have used below the pagination of the 
original as given in parenthesis at the upper left hand corner of the 
edited page. Restorations are placed between brackets, though the full 
restoration is not necessarily given. 
 
13.26: om [tou] = L'A’. The reconstruction is too long by at least three 
letters. 
13.28: for soyizousa  read sofizousa. 
13.32: for [kuriou] rd [k8u8]. Not only is the restoration too long by 
approximately four letters but the scribe of 2110 regularly abbreviates 
the nomina sacra. 
13.33: for [auto] rd [auto ta].7 
14.26: om [kai] = 2037. Though the textual support for the omission is 
not strong. the lacuna is too short to accommodate the common text. 
15.1: for [e]l?p?i?z??ei? e?p?[ ] rd [o] b?[asi]l?[e]u?j? e?l?[ ]. The editors' 
reconstruction which assumes a singular variant in 2110 is highly 
questionable on palaeographical grounds as well. What is visible on the 
facsimile can equally well be construed in agreement with Rahlfs. 
15.2: for el?e?e?i? rd el?e?i?. The text is very unclear but there is insufficient 
room for the fully written word. A supralinear correction may be 
possible. 
15.8: for to rd ton. 
15.10: for dialo[gisanto] rd dielo[gisanto]. 
15.18: for mou2 rd moi. 
15.23: for [israhl] rd [tou i8h8l8]. Since 2110 regularly abbreviates this 
name (exceptions in 49:7 52:7 58:6) there is no good reason to suppose 
otherwise here. Furthermore, the addition of an article is supported by L' 
and, more importantly. 2110's congener, MS U. 
15.34: orn [thj] = U-1221. 
16.4: for kaikollhtai rd ka

h
ikollhtai (see p. 53 note 4). The scribe 

obviously intended eta as a correction on alpha-iota = epsilon, a well 
attested phonetic interchange in 2110. 
17.4: for anaggelousin rd anaggellousin. 
17.34: auto?n? t?on p?[atera zhtoun]. What to restore here is difficult to 
decide. Since the line is too long by a minimum of four letters the 
editors' restoration is unacceptable. Furthermore, the only attested 
textual variant is ton kurion (for auton), supported by Bo U’-1093 
R'Aug L'’55 Clem Alex, and that is what one might possibly expect as a 
plus in 2110. In fact there may be deletion dots over auton. To 
complicate matters even further, the space between the latter and what 
admittedly looks more like pi than anything else is much too large for 
the article, on the reading of which the edited text is misleading. Tau is 
not at all legible on the facsimile and 

                                                             
 7 See Barthélemy, “Le papyrus” 11. 
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between omicron and nu there is enough space for and seemingly traces 
of at least one other letter. Due to the poor condition of the papyrus at 
this point a solution is perhaps not possible, and patera, if it has any 
merit at all, should in that case be abbreviated to p8r8a8. 
 
18.18: for eleh rd ta eleh 
19.34: for me’ o p?o?[uj] rd me: o [g]a?r? [pouj] = B'’ U’1220 LaG Ga A’. 
Not only do the ink traces equally well support what Rahlfs judged to be 
the original text, but the editors' reconstruction leaves the line somewhat 
too short. It is also worthy of note that U’ are among the supporters of 
the longer reading.  
19.36: for [tou dauid] rd [yalmoj tw dauid] = U’ LaG Vulg L' Aug. 
enarr.II. Though spacing in the titles is not as uniform as in the Psalms 
proper, there is no good reason to assume that 2110 at this point deviates 
from the reading of its congener. 
20.26: for [eneke]n rd eneke]n?. Admittedly what is visible looks more like 
nu than alpha, but the text is far from clear. (eneken is only attested by 
21508 Thtp). 
21.22: The reconstruction of this line is too long by 3–5 letters. Hence 
either tou or autou should be dropped. Neither omission, however, is 
supported by any witness. 
21.39: for kai en tw naw rd k[ai en tw naw]. 
22.12: for k??a?lle rd k?a?llei. 
22.36: for [eij  ] rd [k8e8 eij] = L'’ Su A’ 20729 1098 Psalt. Rom. The 
place of the square bracket suggests that the editors themselves were 
aware that their reconstruction was inadequate. 
22.40: for [kuriw] rd [k8w8].  
23.15: for gou?[sa rd gou?s?a?.  
24.3: for perisswj rd perisṡe ̇wj. 
24.34: for sunbibasomai.se rd sunbibasw masei. Quite clearly we 
have here the reading of U (sumbibasw instead of sumbibw) though, 
like 2110c, et omn MSS, it has se and not me (mai) of 2110*. The low 
stop is questionable since it appears to be part of the cross-out. 
25.22: for [autou] rd [autou tou] = U. 
26.12–13: The reconstruction on line 12 is too long by approximately 
three letters. Hence one might better read [sou apo kakou] (12) [kai 
xeilh tou] (13). The resultant omission of sou is supported by B'. 
27.11: for a?d?ikontwn? rd [q]l?ibontwn? U’ 2113.10 The editor's reading 
has no textual support. 
27.12: for swt?[h]r?i?a? rd swt[h]r? s?o?u? = U’. 

                                                             
8 See A. Pietersma, Two Manuscripts of the Greek Psalter (Analecta Biblica 77; Rome 
1978) 13. 
9 Ibid. 8. 
10 Ibid. 11. 
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27.13: for eutrap?etwsan rd for eutrap?htwsan. 
27.23–24: for [pe]/se[ntai] rd [pe]/se[itai] = SaB Ga L'’ Th 2113 = 
MT. 
28.4: for [epoyei]j? rd [epoyh]. On the basis of the facsimile there is no 
reason to construct a singular reading. The choice is between -yh and –
yei, but which of the two 2110 read must remain unknown. If the 
papyrus itself does indeed show traces of a rounded letter one might 
better read epsilon for eta, an interchange well enough attested 
elsewhere in this document.  
28.8: for a?d?[ikwj] rd m?o?[i adikwj]. There is insufficient reason for 
positing a unique variant in 2110. In fact once the fragment has been 
placed in its proper position the suggested reading is at least as likely as 
that given by the editors. 
28.12: for ep e rd eme. The scribe has inadvertently omitted the 
preposition.  
28.17–18: Both lines are unacceptable as they stand and might better be 
reconstructed as follows . . . [q8j8 mou mh epixa/rei]hsan . . . k[ardia 
autwn euge]. The resultant omission of kai is supported by Bo Sa 
La(non Aug) Sy 1219’, and kardia is read by LpauThtp He La = MT. 
28.27: for [tou] rd [mou]. 
28.29: eij to teloj, shown as written on two lines, is incorrect since it 
necessitates reading the lower dot of the colon on the preceding line 
twice. Instead we should read (on the line) [ei]j [to teloj]. 
30.10: for eij rd eij t[aj] = La' 55. Not only is the line somewhat too 
short as it stands, unless the facsimile is terribly deceptive at this point 
the left horizontal and the vertical stroke of tau can in fact be read. 
30.37: for an?[omoi] rd ag?[ioi] = 2013 SaF.11 The dot which is visible on 
the upper left side is more in agreement with gamma than with nu. 
31.8–9: for [ei/d]on rd [eidon / t]on. A number of factors argue for this 
addition: (1) line 8 is somewhat shorter than lines 6–7 and 9–10 (all 
measured from the same point), (2) the congener of our text, 2013 (+ L' 
A') has the article, and, more importantly, (3) unless the edge of the 
papyrus has been chipped part of delta should have been visible. 
31.11: for [kai] rd [? kai]. That the reconstruction here is too short is 
obvious and this should have been indicated. No variant reading, 
however, is attested anywhere. 
31.19: for e?[s]t?i?n rd a?[ut]wn = S Vulg = MT. 
31.29: for proswp[ou] rd prwswp[ou]. Omega for omicron occurs 
frequently in 2110 and was often corrected. 
31.30: for upe[r]h[s]an rd upe[r]h[r]an.  
32.12: for oux? rd ouk?  
32.21: for d[i] rd [esti di] = R'’ L'’ A'’. 
 
                                                             
11 William H. Worrell. The Coptic Manuscripts in the Freer Collection (New York 
1923). 
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32.23: for [ ] rd k?[a]i?. According to the editors kai is improbable, but 
clearly there are ink traces visible which, on the basis of the facsimile, 
do not contradict kai, a reading supported by all other witnesses. 
32.24–25: for kek[ra/ta]i?n?t?e? rd kek[ra/tai]w?n?t?e. There is no good 
reason for presupposing a mistake in 2110. What is visible on the 
facsimile and was reconstructed as iota can with equal justification be 
read as omega. 
32.27: for [ta] rd [moi] = Bo 2013’ R L'’ A’. That 2110 should have a 
singular variant is far less likely than that it agrees with its congeners 
2013 and Sa, as well as R L'’ A’. 
32.28: for me rd me [:]. The spacing indicates that the stichometry of 
2110 agrees with that of 2013 R'’ Ga. It might even be argued that one 
of the dots of the colon is legible on the facsimile. 
33.1: for [ekofwqhn] rd [ekwfwqhn].  
33.14: for auta [ ] rd auta [:].  
33.14: for [upo]monh rd [u]p?o?m?o?[nh]. 
33.15: for m[ou] rd m[ou ouxi] = 2013’-1220. The editors' reconstruction 
is deficient by 4–6 letters and the lacuna is adequately filled by the 
reading of the congeners of 2110, which include 1220. 
33.16: for apo rd ap?[o]. It should be noted that in lines 17–23 a series 
of letters, particularly at the end of each preserved line should be dotted. 
None of these, however, involves variant readings. 
35.23: for eau?t?w rd ea?u?to.. The last letter is not omega but omicron. 
What follows looks most like lambda but might possibly be read as 
upsilon, in which case 2110 would agree with MS 202 (see Holmes-
Parsons).12 
35.27: for [koitomenoj] rd [koimwmenoj]. 
35.35: for a?k?a?k?[ian] rd a?k?a?k?[ian mou] = Bo 2013’-2050 R’Aug 
LpauThp’ = MT. That 2110 agrees here with its congeners is beyond 
reasonable doubt since the restoration requires an additional 3–5 letters. 
36.16: for [elpison] rd [: elpison]. The size of the lacuna indicates that 
the stichometry of 2110 is the same as that of all other witnesses. 
36.22: for mik]r?o?u? rd [mik]r?o?u? [:] 
36.24: for ta rd ke [ta]. The editors are probably correct in stating that 
tau was written over kappa. There is, however, a further problem with 
the second letter which is certainly epsilon (ke = kai?) but does not 
appear to have been corrected. It would seem likely, then, that after 
correcting kappa to tau the scribe gave up his attempt and instead added 
ta, without which the line is really too short in any case. 
36.25–37: Since these lines contain a whole series of errors in 
reconstruction it will he simpler to rewrite the text in full: 

                                                             
12 R. Holmes and J. Parsons, Vetus Testamentum Graecum cum variis lectionibus vol. 3 
(Oxford 1823). I am here 
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 ku]m?at[a sou ep eme] dihl[qon hmeraj  
en]t?ele[itai] k8j8? t?o ele?[oj autou ka]i? nuktoj  
dhlwsei pa]r emo?[i] pr[oseuxh tw q8] 8w8 thj  
zwhj mou : er]w? tw q?8[ 8w8 a]nt?[il]h?m 
ptwr mou ei] i?+na ti a?[pwsw] m??e kai epe 
laqou in]a ti? sk?[uqrwpazw]n? por[eu 
omai en tw] e?kql?ibe?[in ton ex]q?ro?n mou : en  
tw kata]q?l?a?s?a?i? t?a? o?[sta mou w]neidisan 
me oi exq]roi mou : en? [tw leg]ein aut 
ouj moi] k?aq ekasthn? hme[ran] po[u] esti[n  
o q8j8 sou] : i+na ti per[i]lup[oj ei] yuxh  
kai ina ti suntar]aseij [me] e?lpi[so]n? 
epi ton q8n8 oti e]c?om[olog]hsomai 
 
37.1: for [o q8j8] rd [o q8j8 kai], which is attested by all witnesses.  
37.11: for q8n8 rd ton q8n8. 
37.12–13: for ecomo?l?[ogh/so]sai rd ecomo?l?[o/gh]sai. The restoration 
as given makes line 12 somewhat too long and, furthermore, 
unnecessarily creates a nonsense form. 
38.38: om [k8e8] = GacHi(non Ga* Vulg) = MT. The reconstruction at the 
end of this line is impossibly long and remains long even without k8e8. On 
the next line one should probably assume that matoj sou was written in 
the lower margin. Cf. note. 
39.1: allo[i]w[hs]o?m?e?[nwn] + [toij]. The universally attested article 
is in fact needed to fill the lacuna adequately. 
43.20: diama?r+?m+a+rturoumai’. The raised comma should be deleted 
since it appears not at the end of the word but after alpha3 and is 
possibly no more than the second of a pair of deletion dots for the 
preceding letter. 
43.23: for oikou rd oikou [sou]. Since space permits the addition there 
is no reason to suppose a unique variant in 2110. 
43.38: for op?isw? rd op?isw [sou] = Bo 2013’ cf. La. 
46.2: for ailea rd elea. According to the editorial note alpha-iota was 
written over epsilon but the correction was actually in the opposite 
direction as is clear from their respective positions in relation to the 
preceding and following letters. 
49.4–5: for h/mera rd h [h]/mera. The edited text here is questionable 
for a number of reasons. Since the papyrus breaks off immediately after 
eta and since the addition of a second eta is acceptable in terms of line 
length—though there is admittedly not much space available—there is 
no good reason for positing a singular variant in 2110. Moreover, MS 
2013, one of 2110's congeners, reads en h hmera (against en h an hmera 
of the rest), a reading which is apparently fully supported by 2110. 
49.5: for epikalesome rd epikaleswme. 
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49.35: for ke rd k8e8. 
52.2: om tou. As it stands, this restoration is clearly too long by 3–4 
letters and even if one were to posit an itacism in the preceding (sh) 
meiwsin the problem would not be solved. Hence it seems inevitable to 
excise the article, with the result that 2110 has here an understandable 
but nevertheless unique variant. 
52.5: for diamerisw rd diameriw as in all MSS. Preceding ka]i? is 
misleading since it suggests that 2110 supports the text of Rahlfs, which 
is in fact rather doubtful. Rather more likely, 2110 supports LaR = MT 
in the omission of kai. There is. however, a further problem in that 
agalliasomai alone is still too long for the lacuna. One suspects that 
the scribe through parablepsis made one of his frequent mistakes and 
wrote agasomai, which would adequately fill the lacuna. Perhaps the 
text should simply be given as . . . . . . .  ]i? so as not to prejudge the 
situation. 
52.15: for [doj] rd [k8e8 doj] = Sa. Even if one allows for a colon to mark 
off the stich, the restoration is still too short, the more so since the 
lacuna is even somewhat larger than on the preceding lines. 
52.28: for [skep]h rd [th skep]h = L' 1219.  
54.2: for i+qeiqou  rd i+deiqou (as correctly given in the note). 
54.35: for epainesousin rd epainesousin [se]. To assume a unique 
variant in 2110 is not warranted, since its addition creates no problem. 
54.11: for epainhqhesetai rd epainheqhsetai (as correctly given in the 
note). 
55.1–2: The problem here is that both lines are excessively full (83 
letters instead of an expected maximum of 70–76). It is possible, of 
course, that, as happened not infrequently in 2110, the superscription 
was written in a somewhat more crowded fashion than the Psalms 
proper, but what one can see does not suggest that here. Too many 
omissions are attested in Rahlfs' apparatus criticus to know which one 
finds support in 2110. For text critical purposes only what one can see is 
evidential. 
55.3: for [c]e rd [c8]8e8. 
58.10: for anebhj ij rd anebh sij (cf. S’ Sa[!]) LaG). As the text stands 
one would conclude that 2110 supports the majority text, which Rahlfs 
judged to be original. That this is doubtful is made clear by the fact that 
the verb in the next stich is in the third person( = LaG 1219, cf. Bo Sa La 
R[s]) rather than the common second person. One suspects that, if part of 
an original epsilon has not indeed chipped off with the result that a 
lunate sigma is now the apparent reading, the scribe made another of his 
numerous mistakes and wrote sigma for epsilon. (For a similar mistake 
on the same page see line 24: souj q8j8 for sou o q8j8.) Furthermore, since 
eta and epsilon = alpha-iota are at times interchanged in this papyrus, 
hxmalwteusaj was probably construed as a participle (cf. S’ Sa La).  
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58.22: for ein rd e[[i]]n. The iota has been crossed out but the stroke is 
partially fused with the vertical line of the letter itself (cf. editors' note). 
58.38: This line is problematic on at least two counts. That the MS reads 
polemou (in place of polemouj) is beyond doubt, but this need not 
mean that the preceding article should be construed as genitive singular. 
In fact the way in which the upsilon is formed, with its drooping right 
side, strongly suggests a following sigma, for which there is moreover 
ample space. Indeed, unless the facsimile is very deceptive at this point 
one can actually read the top of sigma. We should, therefore, probably 
read touj polemou<j>. Similar mistakes with a resultant lack of 
concord are not hard to find in 2110. The second problem concerns the 
editors' reading of qel?o?u?s?a?j?. On the basis of the facsimile there is no 
justification for this most peculiar reading which makes patent nonsense 
out of the whole stich. One seriously wonders whether in this stich the 
problem is not simply a matter of a misplaced sigma: touj polemou<j> 
ta{j} qel?o?n?t?a?. 
59.31: for katefage[n me] rd katafage[tai me] = B'. To have to add 
two letters (one of which, however, is iota) at the end of this line is not 
ideal, but acceptable. The first part of the word makes the proposed 
reconstruction mandatory. 
61.30–31: for zw?[o/poio]j? rd bo?[/hqo]j?. The misreading was caused by 
the fact that the back of beta is faded, and hence at first glance gives the 
appearance of zeta. 
61.33: for [o q8j8] rd [o8a8]. That 2110 reads here with Sa is, of course, 
possible, since both do belong to the same textual family. But such a 
conclusion is here perhaps unwarranted since one expects the number of 
the Psalm to be indicated, for which there is insufficient room on the 
preceding line. 
62.23: for elpisen? [o q8j8] rd elpise k8?[ 8e8 o q8j8]. Though 2110 contains a 
mistake, that mistake is based on the reading of Sa: elpiw epi se k8e8 o 
q8j8. Due to parablepsis the first three words were simply fused in our 
papyrus: elpiw epi se. Moreover, the last letter before the lacuna is not 
nu but kappa. 
63.37: for [adikiaj] rd [ec adikiaj]. No textual witness omits the 
preposition and there is ample space for its restoration. 
64.38: for [non] rd [non to]. Not only is the article universally attested. 
but it is also required spatii causa. 
65.3–4: for [tou]/toij amartwl[oij . . ? . . ] rd [ou]/toi{j}  
amartwl[oi]. Since in 2110 lack of grammatical concord is not 
uncommon (cf. supra 58.38) and stray letters are likewise not infrequent, 
it is doubtful that the presence of sigma should be taken here as 
indicating a construction in the dative plural, especially since the 
resultant text is nonsense. Furthermore, the editors' dots wrongly suggest 
that our papyrus may have had a longer text, but such a conclusion 
would contradict the evidence. 
65.9: for elexoj rd eleg?xoj.  
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65.13: for [kai sunw] rd [sunw] = Ga(non Vulg)Hi = MT. 
66.33–67.1 That the latter line does not belong where it stands but 
should be transferred to the bottom of the preceding page (66) is clear 
from a comparison with the recto side of page 67, viz. 68. The necessity 
for the transfer is further suggested by the evident length of the line in 
question (25 letters), a length which is in closer conformity with page 66 
than with the somewhat more crowded lines of 67. Text critically all of 
this means that 2110 well-nigh certainly omitted Ps 73:15 ( B’ LaG), and 
hence that sh is not an itacistic variant for su. 
67.14: for olhn rd olhn thn. 
67.40: Since part of the overlining has been preserved the number o8v8 
ought to be restored. Whether 2110 read proj ton assurion or lacked 
this phrase with S Sa O (teste Tht) LpauT = MT cannot be determined 
with any degree of certainty. Its original presence in 2110 is perhaps 
indicated by the fact that nowhere in this papyrus is a whole line 
reserved for the number alone, but it should at the same time be borne in 
mind that there is considerable variation on the placement of the number 
in this document.  
69.4: for eleoj rd to eleoj. 
70.19: for poreuseqai rd poreuesqai.  
71.2: for mw epei rd [mw epei]. 
71.17: for qalasswn rd qalassswn. 
71.22: for uterhqhsan rd usterhqhsan. 
72.26: for ktenh rd kthnh. 
74.7: for auto[u] rd autw?[n] = all MSS. 
74.38: for [d8d8] rd [dauid]. Not only is enough space available for the 
full restoration, but the scribe does not elsewhere abbreviate this name. 
75.25: for hremwsen rd hrhmwsen.  
76.1: for kaita rd ka[[i]]ta. The iota has been crossed out. 
76.11: for yalm[oj?] rd yalm[oj]. The question mark is misleading 
here. In fact omicron-sigma adequately fills the lacuna, and the absence 
of uper tou assuriou is well attested: 214913 S Ga Lpau’ = MT. 
76.21: for autou rd autouj = 2149 LaG = MT.  
77.2: for kai1 rd [kai].  
77.5: for uion rd ui+on.  
77.17: for a?[.]g?a?l?liasqe rd a?[g]a?l?liasqe.  
78.6: for eyeusa rd eyeusa8. 
78.15: for ex rd ek. 
78.19: for apoqnhskentai rd apoqnhskontai. The mistake was noticed 
by the copyist and omicron was written over epsilon. 
78.28: for ecoleqreuswmen rd ecwleqreuswmen. 

                                                             
 13 Pieterma, op. cit. 13. 
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79.2: for arxontaj rd arxontoj. 
80.2–3: for [mal/lo]n? rd /[mallo]n?.  
80.7: for a[[g]]aq?a rd a[[q]]gaq?a. 
80.38: for [mou] rd m?[ou]. The fact that mu is partially visible means that 
2110 can he cited in support of the majority text against Sa and Clem 
Alex.  
82.14: for p8e8 rd k8e8. 
82.24: for eqonto rd eqontw.  
82.29: for bdelulma rd bdelugma.  
83.26: for ecomloghson rd ecomologhson.   
86.31:for etw hmwn rd etwn mwn (see note in loc.). 
87.38: All letters before il, shown as fully preserved, should be dotted. 
It is impossible to determine, e.g.. whether 2110 supports ep or epi. 
89.16: for ke rd k8e8. 
89.37: e?[ij]. Since there is no evidence of epsilon on page 89 and since 
the word is needed to fill the lacuna on the next page fLS ought to be 
transferred to 90.1. 
90.7: for tou eleouj rd to[[u]] eleo[[u]]j. The scribe noticed his 
mistake and crossed out both instances of upsilon. In the first case the 
cross-out almost coincides with the right-hand stroke of the letter, and 
hence as overlooked by the editors. 
90.33–34: for [no/mhj] rd /[nomhj]. 
91.3: om ekeinh = MT. That this line is too long ought to be obvious at a 
glance. Interestingly enough 2110 is the sole Greek witness that agrees 
with the Hebrew. 
91.33: for [saleuqhtw h] rd [saleuqhsetai h] = Sa Cairo 44823.14 The 
text as reconstructed falls short by 2–3 letters, whereas the proposed 
reading fits the lacuna exactly. 
92.20: for egalliasanto rd hgalliasanto. 
94.2: for [e]d?i?wkwn rd [ek]d?i?wkwn. That the scribe mistakenly wrote -
diwkwn for -dikwn is not in question. But that need not mean that he 
also omitted the earlier kappa. This becomes indeed extremely unlikely 
when the size of the lacuna is taken into consideration. Even with kappa 
the reconstruction is barely sufficient. 
96.26: for [eisi]n rd [sou eisi]n. To conclude that 2110 has here a 
unique variant is unwarranted. When one realizes that two of the 
reconstructed letters are iota it becomes obvious that there is adequate 
space for 3 more letters. 
96.32: for [khnwsouoin] rd [khnwsousin]. 
98.32: for a?p rd h?p. Alpha could be read if necessary, but given the not 
infrequent interchange of epsilon and eta it is preferable to read the 
latter.  
99.3: The editors may he correct in reading ka[i ai], a reading which is 
not 

                                                             
 14 Ibid. 
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attested by any other witnesses. Perhaps more likely is that 2110, like 
R'’Ga read kai in place of ai. 
99.6: for t[o]i?j? rd t[a]i?j?. 
99.11: ai. As a minimum these two letters should be dotted. In fact 
alpha is no more likely than omicron and it is not unlikely that both 
letters (whatever the first one is) have been crossed out. No other MS 
supports either ai or oi. 
102.15: for echthsin rd echthswsin. 
103.2: for ouk rd oux. 
107.1–2: ewj po?[lin / l]a?u?r?a?j? does not stand up to scrutiny. What 
was read as alpha belongs instead to chi, and the whole phrase should be 
ewj po?[lewj / o]x?uraj which is unique to 2110. 
110.2: [epiqu]m?i?an? certainly incorrect. Nothing of mu is legible and 
what has been read as nu could be any number of things—but not nu. 
Since what the editors suggest furthermore presupposes a unique 
transposition, the reconstruction does not commend itself. I would 
suggest apole]itai, the last word of Ps 111 followed by a line filler 
(>—).  
110.3: x?[orei]a?. Particularly when one takes into account that the 
papyrus fragment on the left is tilted slightly inward, the inadequacy of 
the restoration becomes apparent. –orei– is too short by approximately 3 
–4 letters, and upon closer scrutiny what has been read as chi could also 
be read as alpha. On first thought the remnants of the letter may seem 
too pointed for alpha but pointed alphas are in fact not uncommon in this 
papyrus, a good example being (k)a(i) three lines below the instance in 
question. Contrary to the editors' claim in the note, the common reading 
a?[llhloui]a? is a well-nigh perfect fit. (It should be noted that Sa has 
xoreia as an addition and not as a substitution.) 
112.11–12: for [u/me]ij rd [h/me]ij = Bo Sa 55. There is simply a matter 
of editorial consistency at stake here. Since, having taken their cue from 
(ef) hmaj (instead of umaj), the editors restored [hmwn], the same 
person should no doubt be read in v. 23. where essentially the same 
witnesses support its reading. 
113.2: for [r8i8z8] rd [r8i8v8]. 
113.17: Since three more letters are needed on line 18, it seems 
preferable to restore the numeral there: [r8i8z8 ainete ton]. 
113.22: allhl?o?u?i+a + [r8i8h8]. 
113.26: for [pantej o]i rd [dh o]i. Not only is the lacuna too small to 
accommodate the restoration as given by the editors, but textual 
evidence likewise fails to give support. The proposed alteration satisfies 
the spatial requirements, and the resultant omission of pantej is 
supported by Bo Ga = MT. 
113.28: for ezomo[logeis]q?e rd ecomo[logeis]q?e 
114.31: for [o] rd [:]. There is no good evidence for the insertion of the 
article between k8u8 and the overlining of q8j8, especially after one inserts 
the 
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colon to mark the universally attested stichometry. 
115.2: The text as given is problematic since there clearly is no room for 
mai on this line—unless one assumes that it was written wholly in the 
margin. Equally clearly there is no extra space on line 3 as it has been 
restored. The best solution would seem to be to restore mai on line 3 but 
to drop ei su (= LaR and MT, though the latter also lacks an equivalent 
for kai). 
115.15: for e[por]e?uqhsaj rd e[por]euqhsan. 
116.2: [epequmhs]an ta?. What can be read here is extremely uncertain 
and the entire reconstructed line might best be dropped. We are asked to 
assume that 2110 uniquely read a finite verb in place of the articular 
infinitive. It is true, of course, that Sa would lend partial support, since it 
likewise reads a finite verb—but in the singular rather than the restored 
plural. Moreover, though alpha is clear, what follows it is more likely 
iota than nu. Also I am not convinced that ant is not (p)ant(i) on the 
next line. What follows tau can hardly be construed as alpha. On the 
facsimile it looks more like iota. One further point should be noted. 
Whereas on the verso side (p. 117). from line one to the first line on 
fragment three, the editors restore c. 11 lines, on the recto side one 
would have to fill in c. 14 lines. However, if we read [p]ant?i? [kairw] 
that problem too is somewhat alleviated.  
 
  Much textual analysis of this important Bodmer papyrus remains 
to be done. Barthélemy was quite correct in suggesting that it is one of 
the chief desiderata for scholarship on the Greek Psalter. The obvious 
starting point is an accurate edition.  
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